
SCOUT Project:        Reupholster Salon Seating 

m/v SCOUT (Great Harbour N37)       Lisa Henry 

 
Description:  
We wanted to create a more comfortable salon for seating. First, to eliminate the curved back of 
the dinette area and leave it in a square-corner arrangement for more comfortable forward-
facing seating in corner.   
 
Second, we also wanted a more homelike feel and better cushions with a taller profile.   
 
Third, we thought it would be advantageous to have separate small cushions instead of long, 
cumbersome bottoms and fixed back sections. 
 
I thought there was a way to do this at a lower cost and much faster than a typical marine 
upholsterer would take. 
 

Design  
I investigated every possible alternative, including outdoor furniture cushions, a local upholstery 
shop, a local marine upholsterer, and even tried out Froli Springs.  None of these sat as well as 
we thought it could be, and I started to look outside the box. 
 
I decided to look for pre-made cushions that would fit the existing structure and went to several 
local big and small-box store with a tape measure.  For each potential cushion, we removed it 
from its spring-supported chair or couch and placed it on a hard surface to test how it would sit 
on the wood bases in the boat.  None of these were found to be ‘just right’. 
 
IKEA appeared to have some good options online, and a method for buying specific replacement 
pieces and parts of couches and chairs in different sizes and fabrics.  The cushions from several 
of their models appeared to be able to be combined to fit our boat’s measurements. 
 
In addition, the IKEA store (both local and online) had some great advantages: 

1. All items have a 365-day return policy – no questions.  You can simply change your mind. 
2. Some parts of furniture lines could be partially purchased  
3. Covers for those cushions considered were zippered and washable 
4. When inspected at the store, the cushions considered were VERY well made and up to 6” 

high 
5. The cushions considered had a 10-year warranty!  

 
There were also some drawbacks: 

1. There is a limited inventory of upholstery colors.   
2. Not all furniture items share the same upholstery colors, so if you needed pieces from 

different sets/lines, they may not match, and you may have to move to another model 
line. 

 



After many, many hours of playing “IKEA Tetris”, involving measuring and fitting various sized 
cushions and backs from many different pieces of IKEA furniture models, into the complicated 
salon seating area dimensions, a “plan” was formed. 
 

Assembly  
Parts procured 
The IKEA Delaktig & Vimle sofas shared a single common color: Gunnared beige 

1. For the straight settee we bought:  
a. Vimle 2 seat cushions called “Karhult” (203.509.69) from IKEA $50 each  
b. Vimle 4 back cushions call MANSTORP (403.509.73) from IKEA $20 each 

2. For L-shaped settee, we bought: 
a. Delaktig 6 backrest cushions (103.860.87) from IKEA $50 each 
b. Delaktig 6 backrest covers (304.300.32) from IKEA $20 each 
c. Vimle 4 seat cushions called “Karhult” (203.509.69) from IKEA $50 each 
d. Two Vimle cover sofa section $139 (103.510.59).  Besides covering the 4 dinette seat 

cushions, these provided the 2 seat covers and 4 back covers for the straight settee. 
3. Additional items: 

a. (already in inventory) Upholstery needle 
b. (already in inventory) Machine quilting thread  
c. (already in inventory) 30-inches white Velcro 
d. (already in inventory) non-adhesive grip shelf liner  
e. Collapsible ottoman from Target $13 (on sale) 
f. 2 packages high-loft polyfoam batting (45x90) 
g. 1 package thin mil plastic sheeting to wrap nav seat & back cushions. 

 

Straight Settee:  On SCOUT, the upholstered seat of the straight settee was removed; the 3-

inch foam was retained (to make the new nav seat cushions).  The wood used to make the 
original slant-back for the back cushion was removed and retained for use as the new seat 
bottom (since it was already finished).  The back cushion (loose) was discarded after the foam 
was salvaged (to make the new nav station seat backs). 
 
Note:  SCOUT’s straight settee was shortened about 18” in length by previous owner to make 
room for a larger helm seat.  Ideally, I wanted to be able to use the same seat cushions on the L-
shaped dinette and the straight settee, so I could use the straight settee cushions to complete 
the “double” bed on the dinette.  Since the seat cushions filled only 58 of the 69 inches, I filled 
the ends with the original VIMLE back cushions to make “loveseat” arms.  The 4 back/arm 
cushions can also be used flat across the bottom to make a “single” bed when the 2 seats are 
removed.  
 
Note:  The original IKEA VIMLE backs were a little tall – interfering with our vertical blinds, so I 
modified both the internal cushions and covers to shorten the 2 “backs”. 
 

https://www.ikea.com/us/en/catalog/categories/departments/living_room/collections/37120/
https://www.ikea.com/ms/en_US/usearch/?query=VIMLE%20Sofa
https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B07GWX39J3/ref=ppx_yo_dt_b_asin_title_o01_s00?ie=UTF8&psc=1
https://www.target.com/p/folding-storage-ottoman-home-source-industries/-/A-54156442?preselect=53994943#lnk=sametab


 

 
 
L-shaped Dinette:  We removed the factory installed cushions and covers.  The curved back 

was cut in half and discarded in the dumpster.  The 4 seat bottoms were put in the “freecycle” 
area at the marina, and someone took them (yay).  Not surprisingly, there was mildew behind 
that seat back.   
 

 
 
That area is now clean, and the new removable cushions will enable future mildew prevention.   
 
After assembling the new covers and cushions, we placed the cushions.  We used some heavy-
duty rubberized shelf line underneath for both ventilation and slip prevention.   



 
 
We opted to use the angled back cushions all around, so I needed to shorten the last cushion 
(on the right, in the photo above).  This allowed me to also use this “half back” for lounging on 
the nav seat (shown below).    
 
 

Nav Seat:  I wanted 2 separate cushions for the bottoms so I can stack them for a taller view 

while cruising.  (I had made good use of the thick “riser” cushion given to us by the previous 
owners). 
 
Using an electric carving knife, I cut 2 seat cushions from the foam salvaged from the original 
straight settee.  For seat covers, I modified (shortened) 2 VIMLE back cushion covers.  For a 
fluffier box cushion, I wrapped each seat foam with 3 wraps of polyfoam batting.  And to ease 
the cover-stuffing process, I wrapped each cushion with 1-1/2 wraps of the thin mil plastic 
sheeting. 
 
Because I have long legs and the bottom seat was somewhat narrow, I wanted a thin lumbar-
only back cushion solution.   
 
For the covers of these backs, I used 2 of the DELAKTIG back cushion support frame covers.  I 
filled with the thin foam salvaged from the original straight settee back cushion.  I added a strip 
of Velcro “hooks” to the bottom edge of each cover.  (There was already strips of Velcro 
“loops”).   
 
These support frames came with a wood insert for the fabric.  We trimmed the wooden support 
to fit well inside the new, “foam-stuffed” cover.  After inserting both the foam & wood supports 
into the cover (and securing the Velcro bottom), Ray installed each back using 2 picture-hanging 
brackets.   
 



  
 

 
Completion 
All told we only spent about $1200 on materials.  My foam cutting and sewing work amounted 
to about 10 hours of time.  We cannot imagine what the comparable cost and time would be for 
a “marine upholsterer” would have been for all three of these seating areas. 
 
I will evaluate whether the cushions are staying clean enough within a year – remember that 
365-day ‘change your mind’ policy?.  I will then decide if I need to buy a backup set of 
replacement covers (2 VIMLE sofa covers, approximately $150 each).  I am also keeping the 
fabric from the VIMLE sofa covers in case I need to make cushion covers from scratch.   
 

 

For the corner area where the curve was, there was necessarily a 
gap where the cushions met, since the bases were wider than 
the tops for the backs we chose.  To fill the small space, we built 
a remote control holder using a wooden utensil canister cut 
down to fill the space down low, and made a USB charger phone 
shelf (using a wooden salad bowl cut in half) up high. 
 



Do-Overs and Comments  
I will purchase some upholstery cleaner to keep on the boat.  I know there are spills in our 
future.   
 
I will evaluate whether the cushions are staying clean enough within a year – remember that 
365-day ‘change your mind’ policy?.   I will then decide if I need to buy a backup set of 
replacement covers (2 VIMLE sofa covers, approximately $150 each).  I am also keeping the 
fabric from the VIMLE sofa covers in case I need to make cushion covers from scratch.   
 
For now, we are very pleased with the comfort and overall look of these cushions.   
 
While in “desctruction” mode, we took on an additional project at the same time to create a 
slight incline on the bottom seats for even more comfort for long-term sitting.  Check out the 
“Seating Inclines” project for this! 
 


